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the first game was a moderate success and now supercow 2 is here to beat the a-team! the evil
uncle duriarti has kidnapped the entire farm family and again it's up to the cow king and his friends
to save them. the cows and chickens have built up quite a following in the farming community and
supercow has already rescued them from many dangerous situations. now its the turn of the farm

animals to put on their tights and belt. supercow is a relatively simple game. you can jump to
different areas by pushing the left and right arrow keys. there are rewards for getting hit (bonus

points) and making the cows/chickens angry by jumping on their head. sometimes supercow has to
find a cheat code to make you fly! it is one of the best arcade games for your pc. this game is very

addictive & you will get to enjoy. you will enjoy this game because it has a wide range of animations
and themes and it is easy to jump to the various places you want by means of the arrow keys on the

keyboard. its difficult to stop supercow. as supercow has a nice dash ability to win the game.
supercow 2 is a very good game to play if you want to have fun on your computer, specially for those
people who has had to much of work. the graphics of the game are very nice & smooth so that you

wont have any sort of problem playing. the exciting new feature of supercow 2 is that unlike the
previous game it has several levels. so that means that you can play the game as many times as you
want and you will never be bored. the new features makes the game even more exciting supercow 2

is the sequel to supercow. it is similar to supercow in that it uses its swift and jumps to make the
player start to collect coins. in fact, the player will collect coins as they jump. they all earn points

when the jump button is pressed. on completion of the level, the player's character will move to the
next level. the numbers of jumps increases as the game progress. there are also prizes to be

collected at the end of each level.
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